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FROM THE PRESIDENT

T

he power of God’s Word to transform lives
is a deep conviction we hold onto—having
observed it in our own lives as well as
witnessed it in the lives of people, families, and
communities when they receive the Scripture in their
own language.
Since 1948 the people of JAARS have prayed,
served, and trusted God to do what is humanly
impossible—and together with our ministry
partners like you, God has done more than we
could ask or imagine.

You will also read our thoughts about the future
contributions that God is calling us to make, and
what we believe it will require.
In the NIV translation of the New Testament a
powerful phrase "Make every effort ..." is repeated
eight different times. As Christ-followers we are
called to persevere, especially when the challenges
seem insurmountable—but not in our own strength.
Instead, we are promised that the Holy Spirit fills us
with the strength and courage to follow Jesus.
To those of you who have joined us in this
journey to glorify God—so that people from every
tribe, nation, and language will worship Jesus
Christ as King of Kings and Lord of Lords—we are
proud to be serving with you. To everyone else, we
invite you to consider whether your participation
might be the very thing God uses to make this work
possible.
Your brother in Christ,

Woody McLendon
President

No one questions that our world is undergoing
massive changes, some amazing and wonderful,
others chaotic and destructive. We at JAARS are
stepping up, not stepping back, believing that God
has a role for us to play in his global mission of
reconciliation and redemption.
In the pages of this annual report you will
read about many wondrous areas of God’s
provision that enabled JAARS to stand in the
gap—making Bible translation possible where
huge barriers would have slowed or stopped it
altogether. Please join us in thanking God for his
work around the world.

Be strong and take heart,
all you who hope in the
Lord.
Psalm 31:24
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MAINTAINING FOCUS

S

ince 1948, JAARS has existed to make Bible
translation and language development
possible—especially in the most remote and
difficult places on earth.
Much has changed since then, but our mission is
fundamentally the same.
Nearly 800 million people speaking roughly
4,000 languages have little to no Scripture in a
language they can fully understand—their mother
tongue, or heart language—and therefore no
comprehension of the life-transforming power
of the gospel. Our partners in 52 organizations
around the world are leading and supporting this
foundational component of Great Commission
work. Our job is to provide logistical solutions in
transportation, technology, media, and training
so they can focus on the language development,
translation, and literacy work that brings the gospel
to every tribe, tongue, and nation.

As you might expect, though, global missions in
the 21st century is changing rapidly due to a number
of trends, including technology, communications,
economics, and the strong growth of the Church
in majority-world countries. The new model is still
a work in process, and there are many questions
we and our partners are working hard to answer,
including:
nn Who is responsible for on-the-ground
translation work?
nn How do their needs differ from those of early
generations of expatriate missionaries?
nn What models best address emerging staffing
and funding needs, on the field and here at
the JAARS Center?
nn Where are upcoming translation projects
located geographically, and what support
infrastructure will be required?
Given these and other challenges, it’s not enough
to say what we are or what we do. We must seek
wisdom and guidance daily from our Lord and our
field partners regarding what we will be and what
we must do.
So this much, at least, we understand and
commit to you: the resources God has provided,
and the competency of our people and operations,
do not exist for our own growth or glory. As we
move forward, we must remain closely aligned to
the outcomes—measured in transformed lives—our
partners are striving to achieve.

God is moving in Bible
translation, and he’s
allowing JAARS—and
you—to participate. See
pages 8-11 for highlights
of Fiscal Year 2015
impact!
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ALIGNING RESOURCES

W

hat we know about the mission of Bible
translation in the 21st century is that most
of the remaining work is in three major
geographical areas*:

[01] Sub-Saharan Africa
[02] South and Central Asia
[03] Asia-Pacific
So, a major strategic theme going forward
will be a growing sense of geographical focus.
We know that when we do this, we can develop
longer-term and more comprehensive support plans
for each of our partners in those regions. We can
understand better, and therefore serve better, with
more localized knowledge. And with assurance of
our ongoing commitment, many of these partners
can move forward with translation projects—with
the goals of providing heart language Scripture
(both written and oral), teaching, discipleship, and
the spiritual transformation of lives—faster, more
confidently, and with more sustainable plans.

We also know that there are other transformational benefits when a remote and often
marginalized people group receives the great gift
of reading and writing in their own language. These
benefits vary by location but typically include:
nn a written language, which enables cultural
preservation and community pride
nn education and literacy, which enable job
training and economic development
nn improved health, wellness, and life expectancy
nn political participation and self-determination
nn and more
So we’re thankful to play a role, especially when
our transportation and communications solutions
are engaged in providing what many would say
are clear expressions of biblical justice and mercy.
Going forward, you’ll begin to see an increased
focus on these geographical regions in our various
publications and at www.jaars.org. You'll hear about
specific projects we're involved in, of course. You'll also
learn more about our partners' goals and outcomes.
And we think you'll be inspired by stories from those
working in these areas and by those whose lives have
been forever transformed by an encounter with the
gospel in their own heart language—both spiritually
and in their everyday lives!
*Of course, after 65-plus years, JAARS has
important relationships and ongoing commitments in
a number of other regions of the world—particularly
in South America.

[02]
[01]
[03]
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STRENGTHENING THE CORE

M

ost of our field partner organizations are
stretched. Staffing, funding, facilities,
equipment, communications infrastructure
…name an operational area and they’re probably
struggling with it. Some of this is due to global and
local economies, some of it’s due to a shift from
expatriate-led to locally/nationally-led missions.
Whatever the reasons, Bible translation and language
development efforts are increasingly resourceconstrained even as we can finally see those “last”
language groups just over the horizon.

A FEW EXAMPLES OF CRITICAL TRAINING
PROGRAMS CONDUCTED AT THE JAARS CENTER:
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS
Four-week classes that equip translators and support staff culturally, spiritually,
and relationally to adapt and thrive in challenging cross-cultural environments.

In FY 2015 we hosted
70 adults,
with 37 children,
preparing for service in
17 countries.

That’s where the “core” work of the JAARS Center
in Waxhaw, North Carolina, comes in.
Over 600 people—full-time, part-time, and
primarily faith-based missionaries and volunteers—
are engaged here daily to provide the support our
passionate, committed partners absolutely need.
And when they call on us to meet their needs, we’re
thankful for people like you who provide the prayer
and funding that undergirds our work, such as:
nn strategic planning and program design
nn research and development, project
management, and training

AVIATION TRAINING
Various programs offering a range of pre-field orientation, technical
evaluations, recurrent training, supervisory instruction, and safety and
security education.
In FY 2015 we provided
training evaluations
for 140 pilots, mechanics,
program managers, and instructors,
serving 7 mission aviation
programs, including our own.

nn communications, fundraising, housing/
healthcare/hospitality support services

Our core mission
provides the tools and
services required to serve
our Bible translation
partners here in North
Carolina and around
the world. Since 2013
God has blessed JAARS
with the capacity to
provide transportation,
technology, and media
solutions for 556
language communities in
29 countries, serve 52
partner organizations,
and train 817 people.
Woody McLendon,
President, JAARS Inc.
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It’s work that is core to the primary solutions
we provide our partners around the world—
transportation, technology, media, and training—
and it includes work that enables hundreds of
missionaries each year to have a sustainable impact
once they get to the field.
In 2015, the core mission at JAARS was blessed
to add key, experienced staff and to complete
a unifying period of robust planning and goalsetting. We were also able to secure critical flighttraining resources to maintain alignment with field
operations; commit to support plans with numerous
field projects and partner organizations; and
begin exploring significant organizational and
operational changes to sustain, grow, and adapt to
emerging partner needs.

4WD TRAINING
Classroom and off-road sessions that equip travelers to choose, maintain, and
drive vehicles that will safely take them and their cargo over rough terrain.

In FY 2015, 16 missionaries
and/or support staff
learned to safely operate
and maintain
rugged 4WD vehicles.

We thank you—and the God we serve together—
for making this possible.
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[01]

REINFORCING PARTNERS
IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA
helicopter is making a difference in Cameroon,
taking translators to workshops, bringing in
equipment and supplies, and flying critically ill
patients to emergency medical care.

1

28

8

55

language groups in Tanzania find it easier
and faster to translate Scripture when they
can work together more frequently—thanks
to our Cessna 206, flown by a JAARS-trained pilot,
which takes them to hard-to-reach places.

motorbikes, along with training in
their safe operation and maintenance,
enable language consultants to travel
to remote villages in Burkina Faso and Côte d’Ivoire.

technology support staffers upgraded
their skills, brainstormed solutions to
common problems, and strengthened
important relationships at IT Connect workshops in
Kenya and Burkina Faso.

10

translation teams in Kenya can now
connect with each other and support staff
working with their local organization,
Bible Translation and Literacy. A 4WD truck supplied
by JAARS donors makes it possible to navigate
rugged terrain to reach workers in isolated locations.

11

satellite-connected safety beacons, plus
emergency gear and safety training, are
making water travel less dangerous for
language workers in Ghana, Kenya, and Ethiopia.

48,000

dollars in grants improved
Internet
service
in
regional centers where
existing service was slow, erratic, and expensive.
And a power back-up system provided to translation
partners in Kenya keeps the equipment running.

8
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[02]

SUPPORTING SOUTH-CENTRAL ASIA
AND THE ASIA-PACIFIC

A

recording studio JAARS helped complete in
early 2014 has been in steady use, producing
audio Scripture readings, songs, and stories
that can be discreetly shared in areas where it may
be risky to publicly carry a Bible. This year gifts
to the Where Needed Most fund provided video
cameras and other equipment that will allow the
studio manager to increase the number of recording
sessions. In addition, a generator to power the
equipment solved the problems caused by frequent
power failures.

[03]

A

lthough distribution of audio Scripture players
in some language groups in Vanuatu has
been delayed due to the effects of Cyclone
Pam (March 2015), members of the Whitesands
community are eagerly listening to Scripture on 450
MegaVoice players delivered in January 2015.

More than 100 website managers completed
training and launched 62 websites communicating
Scripture truths in local languages—critical resources
in areas where printed Bibles are nonexistent or
dangerous to own.
A media center in Mainland Southeast Asia
used almost $12,000 supplied by the Where
Needed Most fund to purchase photography and
video equipment. A workshop hosted there taught
7 trainees from 5 different language groups
technical skills and communication principles
to make their media meaningful for their target
audiences. These trainees will produce videos for
Bible literacy, discipleship, outreach, multilingual
education, youth materials, and literacy projects
for ethnic minority children.
Water travel throughout the Asia-Pacific area is
safer, thanks to 70 new or updated safety beacons
and 32 safety kits provided for field staff. Our
ongoing work in the Torres Strait to establish and
strengthen relationships with church leaders and our
partner AuSIL was enhanced by the Coweambah
crew, as well as the JAARS maritime crew of a
subsequent sailing vessel assigned to the region.
JAARS pilot Randall Pearson continues to provide
support for 19 language groups in northern
Australia, flying aboriginal translators and AuSIL
consultants to and from linguistic sessions.
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The aviation team
in Papua New
Guinea recently
marked a significant
milestone—10,000
hours of safe, reliable
flight with the Quest
Kodiak in support of
153 language groups
since the first Kodiak
arrived in 2009.
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LOOKING TO THE FUTURE

G

oing forward, Bible translation and language
development work will continue to need
a core set of logistical solutions. JAARS is
committed to providing those solutions—within our
capabilities and the resources that God entrusts to
us—as well as meeting our partners’ needs on a
range of broader, more complex issues that affect
sustainable efforts around the world.
For example, the primary church body in one of
the largest central African nations has determined
to move wholeheartedly to initiate translation
for hundreds of people groups currently without
heart language Scripture—and they’ve asked
JAARS to help. Translation project leaders and
partner organizations around the world wrestle
with the “right” balance of spending on core
mission activities and the logistics solutions like
transportation and communications required to
make the core work possible. Expatriate funding
is less available for critical mission support needs
as national translators step up to lead translation
work in their own languages. And the pipeline of
experienced mission staff flowing back to mission
support organizations like JAARS is reduced as
in-country believers assume leadership and fewer
missionaries from the West actually go overseas.

Each of those scenarios is good for the overall
mission of Bible translation, but each also brings
with it the need for complex, comprehensive
solutions. So we’re working on a few key goals,
which include:
nn developing integrated, multi-solution response
strategies for specific large-scale geographic
areas (see pages 4, 8-11)
nn applying research-based approaches for
“best-practice” transportation support in
different contexts
nn partnering in business-as-mission opportunities
to generate sustainable commercial funding
for critical mission support
nn evolving mission-staffing models to enable
the broadest spectrum of talented believers to
engage in the work
We hope that you will pray with us for wisdom in
these areas, for effective partnerships to occur, for
Godly men and women to emerge with expertise to
share, and for the resources to develop sustainable
solutions in each of these areas.
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PARTNER FEEDBACK/
PRAYER AND STAFFING NEEDS
Thank you so much for our new laptops in the
Ukarumpa Training Centre! Your gift has enabled
us to administer English proficiency tests to Papua
New Guineans who want to work or study abroad.
So in addition to the tremendous impact that the
use of your computers have in the area of Bible
translation, you also contribute to the development
of higher education in Papua New Guineans.
—Michel Pauw, Academic Dean,
Pacific Institute of Languages,
Arts and Translation
My wife and I flew to Tanna Island in Vanuatu
for the dedication of the Whitesands New
Testament. Many of the people started eagerly
reading or listening to Scripture on their MegaVoice
players, oblivious to everything around them. A
man approached me and told me that he had a
MegaVoice for his mother, who could not read the
Bible. He was excited about sharing the gospel with
his mother in a way he knew she would understand.
—John Custer, JAARS volunteer

O

ver the last several years, God has stirred
in us a passion to confidently expand our
support of global translation work and
boldly ask the Lord of the Harvest to provide the
additional workers we’ll need. We’re thankful for
the people he has already provided. In 2015 we
saw new people serve with us in aviation, maritime
transportation, partnership ministries (fundraising),
church and community relations, prayer ministry,
graphic design, campus facilities and services,
hospitality, lodging, and more!

But we need many more new members and longterm volunteers to join us. JAARS currently has a
number of key staffing needs (www.jaars.org/serve),
and please pray with us that God would provide:
nn exceptional people called to serve with us
nn financial partners to make the work possible
nn perseverance and affirmation for translation
partners working in difficult conditions
nn wisdom and stewardship of God’s resources
as we make and execute our support plans

We rejoice for the theme of security [during an IT
Connect conference in Kenya], especially firewalls
to protect ourselves from external attack, so that
our data is not lost or damaged. Also the topic of
Crashplan backup, so that everything in our system
is secure, and the work of many years does not go
up in smoke one day.
Thank you, and God bless you. Be assured that
you are investing in good soil that will bear fruit for
the glory of God.
—Eric Esse, Togolese IT specialist with
SIL Togo-Benin
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FINANCIAL REPORT/
JAARS LEADERSHIP
FISCAL YEAR 2015

JAARS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

(IN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)
Contributions:
Cash contributions .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  $2,050
Noncash from public  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 1,081
Noncash from affiliates  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 6,017
Total Cash and Noncash Contributions .  .  .  . $9,148
Program Activity Revenue . . . . . . . . . . 1,935
Investment income  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 51
Other income  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 43
TOTAL INCOME .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $11,177
Program services provided:
Transportation  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$3,125

NOTES
The financial results reported
are a selection of our full
financial statements. Complete
financial statements, audited
by Capin Crouse LLP, are
available on request.
A labor grant of $6,017,323
representing career members
supported by the contributions
of friends and churches through
Wycliffe Bible Translators, is
recognized and reported as
income and expense.
Donated labor from volunteers
amounted to $2,284,407 of
which $617,493 qualified
under SFAS 116 and is
recognized and reported as
income and expense.
Depreciation of $706,472 is
not included in expenses.
Total Net Assets on September
30 were $9,149,839 of which
$1,963,132 were temporarily
restricted.
Amounts in this report represent
the financial activity of JAARS,
Inc. for the fiscal year ended
September 30, 2015.
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Information technology  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

216

Media (Language Development) .  .  .  .  .  .

241

Ministry operations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

4,908

Total program services .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$8,490
Supporting activities:
Management and general  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  1,322
Fund-raising  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  883

DUANE G. JOHNSON
Chair
(Retired) Assistant Vice President of
Regulatory and Government Affairs,
GTE Telephone Operations
Hendersonville, NC
LEE BRAMLETT
Vice Chair
Area Director of Organizational
Development,
TMI Leadership Consulting
Midlothian, TX
ANDREW J. HOOD
Treasurer
Financial Services/
Regional Supervisory Director,
MassMutual
Manchester, CT
DEBORAH CARTER
as of Aug. 2015
(Retired) Senior Executive Service
Department of the Treasury
Charlotte, NC

STAN CORREIA
Pilot, UPS Air Cargo
Biloxi, MS
DAN DUGGER
President of Dugger Aviation
Greenville, SC
MARITA EDEN
Volunteer Wycliffe Recruiter
Lancaster, SC
BONNIE NYSTROM
Resource Coordinator,
Wycliffe USA
Seminole, FL
ORVILLE C. ROGERS
Honorary Lifetime Member
(Retired) Pilot
Dallas, TX
JIM SCHAFFER
Chairman,
Schaffer Associates Inc.
Charlotte, NC

Total supporting activities .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .$2,205
TOTAL EXPENSES .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $ 10,695
Gain/(Loss) from Operations  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  482
Gain/(Loss) on disposal of assets  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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TOTAL GAIN FROM OPERATIONS  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $596

100%

of what you give goes
to the project or purpose
you designate! Support
is also needed for the CORE work of the JAARS
Center: research, design, development, training,
and project/program management. We work hard
to be good stewards so that more funding can go
into the direct support of Bible translation. Learn
more at jaars.org/core.
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JAARS OFFICERS
WOODY McLENDON
President
TIM STAPLES
Chief Financial Officer
CHUCK DALY
Vice President of
Transportation Services
CRAIG WHALEY
Vice President of
IT and Media Programs

STEVE BIGGERSTAFF
Vice President of
Engagement
PHIL MCBRIDE
Vice President of
Human Resources
JOHN HUTCHINSON
Corporate Secretary
BARB STEBA
Assistant Corporate Secretary
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[02]
[01]
[03]
LOOKING FORWARD: By aligning our core platform
solutions (transportation, technology, media, and
training) with a set of core geographical regions, we
can develop longer-term and more comprehensive
support plans for each of our partners in those regions.

